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GOBINDA DAS 



DINMAY RAWAT 



His name is held at high esteem all over India as “The 

Green Miracle Man”. Having been travelled over 60 

countries. He has rendered his guidance and services to 

PMO, IBG, KMC, Govt. of WB. He has authored several 

books on plants and gardening . Having understood the 

potential of nature is limitless. He took up the challenge to 

reach as many people & younger generation, to be 

responsible towards greenery. 

 

The pioneer & nature lover, Green Miracle Man, Sri. 

Dinesh Rawat’s after years of experience and study on 

environment,  initiated an environmental project by Prakriti 

Bandhu Society in Association with Green Mall. “The 

Green Paradise”. 
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Born in 1984 in Kolkata, also known as Green Youth Icon, 

Being the daughter of Mr. Dinesh Rawat, she dedicated to 

the cause of her father’s love for nature. currently the 

managing partner at Gardeza Gardening. Apart from 

designing & re-designing a multitude of gardens & parks, 

she designed various larger projects for major companies all 

around the country for e.g. Ambuja , The Sonnet, Marlin, 

Hyaat etc. Starting with landscaping as core, she has 

diversified into other area of softscape & hardscape. She is 

geared to be a major player in the field of landscaping & 

associated with Green Mall it is an ever-lasting impression. 

She is known for respecting the surrounding landscape, the 

local conditions, traditions & plants, as well as the client’s 

wishes 
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33 Years of age, he is a young and Dynamic 

entrepreneur, having  vast exposure in International 

Trading and Information Technology, joined hands with 

his father Dinesh Rawat in the mission to spread the 

awareness of necessity of Greening. 

Done his Diploma in Business Management from IIM 

Bangalore. He has been at the key management at 

Green Mall,  he is the key when it comes to using IT to 

take Prakriti Bandhu to the masses. 
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Born in 1972, Hooghly-Chinsurah, West Bengal, India. 

As being nature lover & environmentalist, it was 2012 

that Mrs. Reshmi Chatterjee came to Green Mall and 

after seeing activities of Mr. Dinesh Rawat, decided to 

spread the message to the world and Prakriti Bandhu 

Society was officially formed to continue efforts of 

Dinesh Rawat. And, as an art lover she is the founder 

and curator at Halo Heritage & Gallery Gold. And 

currently  promoting our heritage properties. 
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Born at a small village named Gazipur, South 24 

Parganas of West Bengal in 1987. He began painting 

at age 4 without a teacher. With his endurance at an 

age 15, he was featured in an exhibition in Kolkata at 

Gaganendra Shilpa Prodorshashala Art Gallery. Later 

he began painting with a difference, his paintings 

protest social injustice and depict the drama and 

affairs of humanity. He interprets the texture of forests 

and natural surroundings as well as poverty & hunger, 

represented for example, as the skeleton of a dog. 

The skeletons of plants and trees are also used in his 

work. To-day he has become well known in the circle 

for his exemplary work on Nature. His latest 

achievement is a Three-Kilometer-long painting “A 

Story of Nature” 
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https://youtu.be/6DylSmz0fR0


Prakrti Bandhu believes that children are future 

of the society, thus its vital that at this tender 

age, they must be made aware about the need 

of greenery and environment.  

 

Children's Educational Tours are organised at 

Green Mall where they are inspired to 

appreciate nature and develop a love for 

plants. Over 5000 children are given live 

demonstration on how to maintain house 

plants and keep their home clean and green. 
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They say God makes them special, who are 

differently abled, but unfortunately people who are 

deprived of vision fail to see the beauty of nature, 

but Prakriti Bandhu has organised various Tours for 

Blind Children, where they are made to see the 

beauty of nature by feeling the plants and 

commentary given my our team so they could 

understand what they feel. 
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A Home Maker is said to have the responsibility of 

building the values in the younger generation which 

can build a good and  responsible society.  By 

encouraging Homemakers to Visit Green Mall and 

get them educated about plants inculcate in them a 

desire  to maintain a healthy environment, we 

ensure that we are creating meaningful teachers 

for society . 
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Nature love is not limited to a single day, but as a 

symbol of our gratitude to nature , Prakriti Bandhu 

organises a “Green Day”, Every year at Green 

Mall. Where various guest and dignitaries are 

invited. The day is dedicated to nature where the 

guest get to enjoy pure environment, pure food and 

an opportunity to learn about various plants and 

trees. 
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Lots of trees are being cut to clear the ground 

for construction. We should excavate these 

trees with proper root ball and MOVE THEM 

to a place where they can complete their life 

span.  
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Another vital initiative by Prakriti Bandhu is 

the Safal Jivan Institute, an institute 

established with the idea of creating “Green 

Entrepreneurs”. Youth would be imparted a 

unique  learning experience to build a 

future in the industry of Nursery, 

Horticulture and Landscaping.  Here the 

students would get on the ground training & 

hands on experience on gardening and its 

maintenance of gardens & landscapes. 
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Dinesh Rawat, The Green Miracle Man and the 

mind behind Prakriti Bandhu, was honoured by 

the award of the “Best Collection of Palm 

Trees”. This indeed is just to confirm the Effort 

Dinesh Rawat has done in introducing large 

varieties of Palms to India.  
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Regular Workshops and awareness programmes are 

organised to make the villagers of rural areas to blend 

their knowledge of Nature and plants with modern 

technology & knowledge base to make their 

productivity and yield better.  
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Prakriti Bandhu undertakes various tree 

plantation programmes to create awareness 

about greening and to beautify mother earth. 

We believe in leading by examples and thus 

hope this program of ours will inspire more and 

more people to engage in such “Tree 

Plantation” drive in every part of the country and 

the world. 
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Upcoming Plans 

• To approach and enroll all those who are involved in environmental work,  in any manner. 

(Individual & Organizations.) 

•  To write to all the VIPs in India, asking them to submit a report on how they have contributed in 

the cause of conserving nature till now and their  future plans. 

•  To Make a book on their reports and publish and  distribute them. 

• Organizing Prakriti Bandhu awards for champion performers under various  environmental 

causes for individual & Organizations. 

• Creating location wise chapters to carry out objectives of Prakriti Bandhu, with the purpose of        

Inspiring people to become  member of  Prakriti Bandhu. 

• Sending weekly news letters to members and subscribers on Environmental awareness. 

 



From the Trustees' Desk  

Everyone is aware of the threat of Global Warming and many are 

talking about it. They are busy giving lectures, writing blogs, 

publishing articles but there are very few who are taking proactive 

measures. We at Prakriti Bandhu have put emphasis on the real 

action at ground level to inspire and help people to take action at 

individual level and combat deforestation. We take many steps to 

train common man to keep his surroundings green and to plant 

trees wherever possible. 
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